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1.1 Introduction
The Online News Popularity Dataset is a summary of different attributes of articles published by Mashable.com, a
global, multi-platform media and entertainment company. The data was collected over a two year period and has
39797 instances, with 61 attributes.
1.2 Aims
This report sets out to perform predictive analysis on the dataset to establish the link between given attributes of
the article and how viral it becomes after being published. By assessing the attributes of the dataset, an initial null
hypothesis was proposed based on intuition of what was believed would be the attributes that would influence the
article’s popularity the most.
This was then compared to the results of the predictive analysis regarding what attributes resulted to be the ones
that yielded the highest accuracy model.
1.3 Data Visualisation
In order to understand the unique characteristics of the dataset, which could then be used to train a model in the
most effective way, some visualisation was required. A histogram was plotted (Figure 1.3.1) to display the
distribution of the data, which made it clear that the dataset was extremely positively skewed. However, in the case
of this dataset, the most interesting and useful instances are the outliers, as these are examples of viral behaviour.
As a result, the top percentage of the data needed to be captured, rather than the main body.
Another useful visualisation was to produce a scatter plot (Figure 1.3.2). After looking at this, it became clear where
useful thresholds could be set to split up the data and distinguish ‘viral’ articles from ‘popular’ ones. Using the
visualisation and heuristic techniques, it was decided that the threshold for an article being ‘viral’ would be set at the
top 0.1% of the data. However, the dataset was binarised around the ‘popular’ threshold (top 1%), in order to
increase the number of instances available for the training data.

Figure 1.3.1 - Dataset histogram

Figure 1.3.2 - Dataset scatter plot

1.4 Data Preparation
Certain attributes were removed; such as the URL attribute, due to it being an object data type. Timedelta (days
between the article publication and the dataset acquisition) was also removed as this attribute is unrelated to the
article. Finally, the attribute being predicted, the number of shares, was also dropped. The remaining attributes were
all numerical data types.

2. Null Hypothesis
Prior to any analysis, it was predicted that the most important attributes that would determine the number of shares
of an article would be if its data channel were wither Social Media or Entertainment, the number of words in the title
and the number of images in the article. This is because the topics of Social Media and Entertainment have a
prevalent online presence, it is assumed that the longer the title the less viral the article will be, and if it has a high
number of images it is believed this would make the article more impactful and shareable.

3. Predictive Analysis
3.1 Imbalanced Dataset

Because of the nature of what is being predicted, there are inherently less samples of viral articles than non viral,
and as such the dataset needed to be balanced to train the model with an equivalent number of viral and non viral
type samples.
Because there were only 38 instances of viral articles, in order to balance our dataset we would have to lose 99% of
our data points of non viral article instances. As such the binarising threshold was shifted to include popular as well
as viral models in our first bin, and non viral in our second bin. This was a fair compromise between balancing our
dataset enough without losing too many sample points.
3.2 Forward and Backwards Selection
Forward and backward selection were used to create a regression model since all attributes were being compared
against the binarised number of shares. Shown below are the results from each test.
Forward selection passes:
Attribute Added (in order)

kw_max_avg

data_channel_is_world

data_channel_is_entertainment

Accuracy

0.7468

0.8101

0.8228

Backward selection passes:
Attribute Removed
(in order)

kw_min
_avg

global_subjectivity

weekday_is
_monday

global_sentiment
_polarity

kw_avg_min

Accuracy

0.7721

0.7722

0.7595

0.7595

0.7595

As expected, forward selection revealed that the average keyword (max. shares) and world and entertainment data
channels had the most significant effect on increasing the models accuracy.
3.4 Decision Tree
It could also be argued that this model is nonlinear, as it is not necessarily a linear function of the variables in it (i.e:
an article under the topic of Entertainment is more likely to have higher number of images). As such, the decision
tree method to build the predictive model was also used to explore if this could increase the resulting accuracy.

4. Discussion
As expected, forward selection revealed that the average keyword (max. shares) and world and entertainment data
channels had the most significant effect on increasing the models accuracy. The accuracy increases from forward
selection were; first pass: 0.0633, second pass: 0.0127. This was validated by backward selection since there were no
overlapping attributes. A maximum accuracy of 0.8228 was reached.
Using the attributes from forward selection that yielded the greatest accuracy increase in each pass, the decision
tree attributes were assessed and the ones not already in the forward selection model that caused the gini to
decrease the most were selected.
The final attributes for the model were kw_max_avg, data_channel_is_world, data_channel_is_entertainment, and
LDA_03 (closeness of the article topic to the topic no. 3, out of the top 5 most popular topics of the dataset). The
ideal outcome was to minimise the number of false negatives since predicting that an article won’t go viral (and not
publishing it) and it then going viral on a rival platform, would cause a loss in Mashable’s platforms exposure. After
running the logistic regression model built with the aforementioned attributes, the test set yielded an accuracy of
0.664 (TP:239, FP:110, FN:155, TN:284). Adding more attributed to the model resulted in an accuracy drop to 0.53.
We are therefore confident in the effectiveness of the model.

6 Appendix:
6.1 Data Source
http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Online+News+Popularity# (contains a description of all attributes for clarity)
6.2 Loading the dataset

6.3 Visualisation

6.4 Preparation

6.7 Forward & Backward Selection

6.8 Decision tree minimum impurity decrease (per each iteration)

6.9 Logistic Regression Model (testing on test set)

